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Connecting Wales:
Vale of Glamorgan
Case Study

Delivering new technology and shared services 
across the region via the Connecting Wales framework.
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About
Connecting Wales:
Vale of Glamorgan Council 
and Cardiff & Vale University 
Healthboard

Summary

03

Customer
Vale of Glamorgan Council and Cardiff 
& vale University Health Board

Location
Vale of Glamorgan, Cardiff and 
Bridgend, Wales

140
Agents across three 
council areas

citizens

700,000

Serving a population of nearly

5
Contact Centres
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The Challenge

Ageing, unsupported 
technology infrastructure 
that didn’t handle new 
digital customer channels 

Stretched public sector 
budgets versus increased 
customer expectations
 

Welsh Government 
legislation on Welsh 
language services, self-
service requirements and 
future sustainability 

Rapidly changing 
customer channels, how 
to future proof technology 
investments

Practical difficulties in 
achieving integration 
of health and wellbeing 
services. And local 
government aspiration 
for collaboration and 
consolidation of services 
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The Solution

Rob Thomas
Managing Director at Vale of Glamorgan Council

“We are proud to be leading on this exciting project 
which provides a platform for increased collaboration 
across public services in Wales, maximising use of 
resources and ensuring that we continue to deliver 
excellent services for our citizens. FourNet’s innovative 
design and tailor-made service will help to transform 
the digital services of local government and the 
public sector in Wales, and we look forward to many 
more councils and public sector bodies joining us in 
Connecting Wales.”

Connecting Wales: the shared communication 
& contact centre platform for the Welsh public 
sector.  

Backed by the Welsh government, Connecting 
Wales is a framework which simplifies the 
procurement route to enable any Welsh 
public sector body to gain access to the latest 
communication, collaboration and contact 
centre capabilities via the cloud. 
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The Solution

Access to the latest 
omnichannel contact centre 
capabilities  

Shared service, dual language, 
contact centre platform

Workforce management and 
optimisation capabilities 

Collaboration and 
conferencing for all 
employees

Core telephony with 
mobility

Self-service AI and chatbots Cost effective and highly 
flexible
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The Connecting Wales initiative arose from discussions which took 
place through the Customer Focus Wales network of local authority 
professionals, who were aware that much of the communications 
and contact centre technology being utilised by their respective 
councils, and which was installed between 10 and 15 years 
previously, was reaching its technical ‘end of life’. Many of the 22 
Welsh councils, like others across the UK, were facing similar ‘end 
of life’  issues – a requirement to make further efficiency savings 
because of year on year budget reductions, while coping with 
changing customer behaviours and preferences about how and 
when they wish to access services.

The Vale of Glamorgan Council and Wrexham Borough District 
Council took the lead and built a business case for a shared 
technology and customer-facing contact centre platform. The 
Welsh Government provided support with initial funding to allow 
the first stages of the project to get underway. This evolved and 
led to a framework agreement which enables all councils and other 
public sector organisations in Wales to procure services through 
Connecting Wales. 

Vale of Glamorgan was the first council to go live on the shared 
service platform, along with Cardiff and Vale University Health Board. 

Connecting Wales
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In January 2020, initial services went live. That included three 
Vale of Glamorgan contact centres looking after core services, 
council tax and benefits, and a Cardiff and Vale University Health 
Board communications hub offering primary care services 24/7 
including district nurse, GP out-of-hours, emergency dental, 
podiatry and palliative care services. In March 2020, a GP 
triage service for Cardiff and Vale Health Board became part 
of Connecting Wales as well as a Shared Regulatory Services 
partnership offering public protection services for Vale of 
Glamorgan, Cardiff Council and Bridgend Council covering pest 
control, private sector housing and pollution control. 
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Many public sector organisations across the UK have been faced 
with year-on-year budget reductions and a decade of austerity. 
An ageing population and commensurate increase in the costs of 
social care means that there is now even less funding available for 
other areas of council-run service delivery. This has come at a time 
of increased expectation by council-tax payers, who want swift or 
immediate access to council services through modern technology and 
communications systems. 

Restricted budgets have also had an impact on the approach to 
investment by public sector bodies, particularly on customer-facing 
technology which has been developing at breakneck speed. Public 
sector authorities are therefore reticent to spend their limited funds 
on technology which may be superseded or deemed unfit for purpose 
in a matter of months. This has led to a risk-averse approach to the 
adoption of new technology, just as customers have become used to 
switching quickly to the latest technology. Many councils have ageing 
technology systems which are reaching the end of life and so have 
been forced to consider the next steps, and the most cost-effective 
solution to their problems. 

Legislation by the Welsh Government has been a catalyst for 

transformational change. The Wellbeing of Future Generations 
Act requires the public sector to consider the long-term impact of 
decisions, to work better with people, communities and each other. 
That law requires the sector to think sustainably, collaboratively and 
long-term. The Local Government and Elections (Wales) Bill removes 
barriers to flexible and collaborative working, and the Social Care and 
Wellbeing (Wales) Act means Welsh citizens can demand easy access to 
services and self-service technology options across multiple channels.

A Welsh Government target to increase the number of Welsh speakers 
from 300,000 to 1 million by 2050, coupled with additional Welsh 
language standards, mean services must be provided in Welsh and 
English. This has placed an additional pressure on councils to provide 
services in Welsh. 

Welsh councils have responded to budgetary and operational 
challenges with proposals to work more collaboratively and to 
consolidate services across local authority boundaries. While greater 
collaboration was an aspiration, various practical difficulties had to be 
overcome, such as how those services would be delivered across many 
different regions, in two languages, while maintaining individual council 
service delivery.

The Challenge
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The Connecting Wales framework enables councils to test out new technology in a less-risky manner, with shared costs and collaborative working, and 
greater flexibility to share the burden of new technological and communications developments. The framework for Connecting Wales also allows other public 
sector organisations, like Cardiff and Vale University Health Board, to share services and resources.

Shared cloud infrastructure 
A best-of-breed contact centre solution capable of handling calls and multi-channel (voice, 
email, webchat, SMS, social media) inquiries in a shared service scalable to all 22 Welsh 
local authorities as well as other public sector bodies, across multiple geographic locations 
if required. 

Workforce optimisation (WFO)
Forecasting demand and matching available resource to deliver the best outcome for 
citizens. Vale of Glamorgan Council has been using workforce optimisation tools, and as 
Wrexham Council expressed interest in the benefits of such a resource, this will be the 
first area of cross-council collaboration under Connecting Wales. WFO will help to improve 
the performance of each council by maximising and managing stretched resources more 
efficiently, in turn providing a better outcome and more efficient service for customers. 
WFO ensures that the right resources are in place at the right time, that all channels 
are optimised, and with greater co-ordination and resolution. Sharing existing resource 
planning expertise means that Wrexham Council can deploy and realise the efficiency 
benefits of the tools more quickly, while both Councils will benefit from reduced operating 
costs.

The Solution
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Shared Welsh language access
Legislation means that the Welsh language must be treated on an equal footing with 
English. While some councils struggle to recruit and retain Welsh language agents, others 
are able to do so easily. Under Connecting Wales, Welsh-speaking enquiries can be routed 
to agents across other councils, providing an important shared Welsh language service, 
maintaining a high level of customer experience. The platform also enables remote working 
allowing for greater recruitment in Welsh-speaking areas but enabling these citizens to 
stay in their own community and work remotely.

Omnichannel
Multi-channel options for communication with telephony, email, webchat and social 
media integration as standard with agents dealing with all methods of communication. 
Traditionally communication with citizens in Wales has been by telephone and face-to-face, 
although more recently contact centres have introduced digital services which include 
multiple channels of communication. However, contact centre operations have continued 
to focus primarily on telephony, which has resulted in a lack of integration between 
channels, and has led to increased costs and impacted customer experience.
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Collaboration and conferencing
In addition to contact centre capabilities, the Connecting Wales framework also enables 
councils and other Welsh public sector organisations to trial and quickly roll out the latest 
unified communications capabilities.  

Combining telephony, presence and instant messaging, audio and video conferencing 
capabilities the solution integrates all communications channels within an organisation to 
increase productivity and efficiency.  

Self-service AI
Automated voice and messaging to respond to low complexity, low-risk citizen enquiries 
with no staff intervention. Self-service access to public sector services is engrained in law 
under the Social Care and Wellbeing (Wales) Act. The Connecting Wales solution is chatbot 
enabled, allowing citizens much greater freedom to access services without the need to 
involve a human agent.

The Solution
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Remote working
Connecting Wales is a cloud solution which allows for sharing of scarce resources and 
skills. It enables councils to create virtual contact centres thereby maximising capability 
for remote working. This provides economic benefits for rural areas since agents can 
be employed to work from home with no detrimental impact on the service offered by 
individual councils, and greater overflow possibilities at times of peak demand.

Cloud Solution
The cloud solution creates virtual contact centres across multiple sites to maximise 
capacity for shared services or as a potential overflow service, when resources are 
stretched for one council and another council can pick up the inquiry, such as with Welsh 
language inquiries. 

Public Sector Broadband Aggregation (PSBA) connectivity 
All public sector bodies already in Wales already have a presence on the PSBA network 
which means that implementation of Connecting Wales is swift and secure, once a 
business case has been built. 
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The Benefits

Creating greater integration 
between health and local 
authority services, with 
core council services and 
core health board services 
among the first on the 
platform. 

Best in class contact centre 
and unified communications 
technology, tried & tested 

Originally aimed at local 
authorities, interest in 
Connecting Wales is spreading 
quickly across other areas of 
the public sector as a result of 
high levels of collaboration.

Quick & easy to roll out 
through a framework 
agreement.

Increased efficiency and 
resilience . 

Sharing technology, skills 
and resources 

Choose individual levels 
of functionality and cost. 

Reduced costs for 
individual organisations.
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National Lead for Connecting Wales

Tony Curliss
TCurliss@valeofglamorgan.gov.uk 
01446 729500

connectingwales.com

FourNet Lead

Andy Patrick
apatrick@fournet.co.uk 
0161 864 5130

fournet.co.uk 

https://twitter.com/connectcymru1
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/connecting-wales/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/cysylltu-cymru-connecting-wales
https://twitter.com/connectcymru1
connectingwales.com
fournet.co.uk
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/connecting-wales/
https://twitter.com/connectcymru1



